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Goal of Plan 
The Lancaster County Career & Technology Center believes it is important for our students to remain 
engaged and continue learning the career area they have chosen to pursue by attending the CTC.  It is 
important to us that we continue developing opportunities to students that promote their career 
goals and are able to see them through to gainful employment, post secondary schooling or military 
service.  While our educational services focus on a hand-on learning approach, we have always 
emphasized the theoretical knowledge. This shift to a virtual setting will allow for students to expand 
theory knowledge while still participating in developing skills in a different format. Our staff are 
prepared to rise to the challenge of delivering these services to our students to continue the proud 
tradition and excellent education provided by the LCCTC. 
 
Many students were beginning and preparing to culminate their training with a NOCTI assessment 
and participation in work-based experiences. Unfortunately, these circumstances have taken away 
opportunity to further develop skills and experience clinical and cooperative education opportunities. 
NOCTI assessments have been cancelled by the Department of Education. As a result of the 
cancellation of the NOCTI assessment, students will not qualify for statewide articulation through 
SOAR.  The LCCTC will work with colleges on individual agreements for student articulations. Moving 
forward, our curriculum focus will be on honing previously learned skills and preparing students for 
the various industry certifications, many of which can be earned online.  New planned instruction will 
occur during the week of April 13th. 
 
Lancaster County has a proud tradition of education with 16 supportive school districts and IU and a 
career and technical center that ranks as one of the best in the country.  Students will come out of 
this stronger mentally and more prepared for the next step in their career pathway.   
 

 

Overview of Plan 
The Mission of the Lancaster County Career & Technology Center is “To prepare people for skilled, 
innovative and productive careers.”.  The LCCTC intends to continue to provide activities that prepare 
our students for the workforce during this COVID-19 crisis through a virtual delivery.  The Lancaster 
County Career & Technology Center will continue to offer programs aligned to industry standards and 
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follow the PDE approved programs of study.  All virtual instruction will be used to ensure a “continuity 
of education” is provided to students and standards remain high.  The plan is to provide enrichment 
and review through April 10. As of the week of April 13th, the LCCTC will shift to planned instruction. 
This shift will allow us to focus on preparing our students to take industry certification tests that 
employers view as necessary and create graduates that are highly qualified when entering the 
workforce.  
 
Learning will occur through the use of the Canvas LMS as the primary means for most programs.  
Several program areas will continue with their already established Google Classroom.  
 
LCCTC will provide professional development activities to faculty during the week of March 23rd to 
prepare to transition from a traditional classroom to a virtual setting. Staff was trained via Zoom on 
distance education methods that included learning the LMS, setting up courses and adding content.  
Further professional development is occurring on a continual basis to ensure faculty is providing 
engaging activities for students.  A list of some of the specific professional development activities are 
below:  
 

● Canvas Trainings (3/26-3/27, 3/30) 
● Techlink Collaborations-Zoom meetings with faculty from 6 career and technical centers to 

share best practices and share resources. (3/30-4/3) 
● Microsoft Teams Virtual Learning PLC was set up for sharing of resources among faculty at the 

LCCTC.   
● PSU - Zoom Trainings. These are collaborative meetings with CTE  faculty from across the 

state and hosted by Penn State University office of Professional Development. 
● Virtual Learning Professional Development 
● Canvas Professional Development will occur weekly and begin to focus on specific features 

within the LMS. 
 
 

 

 Expectations for Teaching and Learning  
To continue providing students with a quality education that continues developing workforce skills 
that lead a career, we have developed a plan to ensure students move along this career pathway 
continuum.  
 
All LCCTC approved program areas are providing enrichment, review and planned instruction.  The 
first two weeks (3/30-4/10) focus on re-engaging students through discussions and various 
enrichment activities to review previously taught content.  Beginning the week of 4/13, new learning 
materials will be provided through the Canvas and Google Classroom.  The faculty has participated in 
various professional developments and have established PLC’s with other content teachers from 
various CTC’s across the state in order to brainstorm and discuss ways to provide students with 
knowledge and skill training. As a school that is based on providing hands-on instruction, we are 
challenging staff to provide ways to students to continue this practice through a virtual setting.  
 
Faculty will continue to use the state approved program of study task lists in delivering instruction for 
all levels.  Adjustments will be made to provide students with additional prep and review for 
programs that can still provide industry certifications in this setting.   



 
Some best practices being implemented through the virtual setting include: 
 

● Daily discussions (School days only) 
● Certification Prep activities 
● Activities and skills available through check offs through video and picture submissions 
● Completion of virtual simulations of tasks 
● Online certification exams 

 
 

 

Communication Tools and Strategies 
The Lancaster County Career & Technology Center recognizes that information on the current status 
of educational institutions is changing, sometimes by the hour, and reliable information can be 
difficult to obtain.  The LCCTC will post our most current and relevant updates on the CTC website at 
www.lancasterctc.edu/news.  When necessary, extremely urgent news will be sent to students and 
families via our automated calling system. 
 
The LCCTC has been working to compile a webpage of resources to help students maintain their 
academic and career education.  To view this optional resource, please go to the link below. 
https://sites.google.com/lancasterctc.edu/lancaster-county-ctc-online-re/home 
 
A school counselor resource page through Canvas has been created and added to the school website. 
To access, use the link below: 
https://lcctc.instructure.com/courses/753 
 

 

Access (Devices, Platforms, Handouts) 
Students are able to access enrichment and review and planned instruction (beginning April 13) 
activities through Canvas or Google classroom. LCCTC has surveyed our students regarding their 
technology needs and began distributing Chromebooks to all students that indicated a need on April 
1. We have also distributed Hotspots to students who do not have Internet connectivity and are 
partnering with IU13 and the 16 sending districts to provide students access to these resources.  
 

● Computer Distribution-  Chromebook handouts occurred Wednesday 4/1 and will continue to 
occur as student access needs become apparent. The LCCTC had 300 Chromebooks for 
distribution 

● Student Hotspots were limited to 10 available to hand out.  IT staff has been working with 
ways to ensure internet connectivity is available for all students. Xfinity Resources, AT&T, and 
Blue Ridge have opened up free access to wifi for families that sign up. 

● If a student does not have access to wifi, alternative methods will be used: paper copies of 
assignments, provide assignments via phone call, text message or other means of 
communication.  
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Staff General Expectations 

These guidelines are a starting point for our organization which will help us through the first weeks of 
virtual learning for our students. If the school closure is extended, these guidelines may be modified. 
The administration will evaluate progress and adjust based on the successes of this plan. 

(3/30-4/10)  

At this time, we are providing a continuum of education services. Essentially this means that we are 
providing enrichment and review activities to reinforce information that has been taught earlier this 
school year. Assignments can be given point values and scored for feedback to students, these scores 
will not be included in a Marking Period Grade. The 3rd marking period was extended to 4/3 for 
previous assignments and work that was to be turned in prior to the March 13th shut down. 

Each teacher is expected to have a minimum of one learning activity posted and available to students 
by 8:00 AM each day beginning as early as Tuesday March 31, 2020. Some students may need until 
Wednesday April 1, 2020, due to technology needs. We are working now to distribute Chromebooks 
for those students who identified as needing technology. It is suggested that for the first few days, 
discussion questions are posed to re-engage students with their classmates. 

Participation should be monitored each day to determine who is and is not participating. These 
records should be created each day. Students who are not participating will need to be reported to 
administration by the end of day 3. A log of how and when attempts were made to contact the 
students and parents will be sent to administration for follow up. We will use this information to 
make additional attempts to engage the student. 

Beginning the week of April 13th, teachers will begin “planned instruction” as a way to preview 
content and continue the curriculum and complete as much of the remaining tasks as possible.  
Teachers will create assignments that provide opportunities to practice, view task procedures, and 
allow students to advance with activities that do not put students in unsafe or hazardous situations.  
Students will not be expected to perform tasks that involve any safety risk. 
 
Teacher expectations: 

● Daily Check-Ins (Zoom Conferencing, Emails, Canvas Conversations, Replies, Phone Calls) 
● Activities and skills available through check off through video 
● Completion of virtual simulations of tasks 
● Daily Office Hours: 2 hours per day during regular school hours with an option that may be 

flexible to meet the needs of students. These hours will be posted within the LMS. 
● Quality Engagement and interaction with students 
● Keep documentation of students progress and provide feedback through LMS. 
● Daily Attendance through SIS 
● Attend virtual IEP meetings 
● Be available to staff members during school hours that don’t conflict with synchronous 

instruction or office hours. 
 
Counseling Staff Expectations: 



School counselors will be available for student academic, social-emotional and career needs through 
office hours and scheduled appointments.  In addition, a counseling resource page has been set up 
and is available for all students on the school website. These resources have been carefully chosen to 
enhance services for students and families while they are working remotely. The topics include the 
following resource pages: 

● Parent/guardian resource pages 
● Career information 
● Financial information (FAFSA/scholarships) 
● Mental health resources 
● Anti-bullying/SAP 

Instructional Coaches are supporting faculty with the new delivery model by providing ongoing 
support with instructional strategies and guidance through development of Canvas pages.  The 
Instructional Coaches will develop continued professional development activities for faculty and staff 
on Canvas and approaches to Virtual Learning throughout this school year.  
 
 

 

Student Expectations 

Expectations (3/30-4/10) 

●        Beginning Tuesday, March 31, teachers will post one activity/discussion topic per day to re-
engage with students.  Students will be expected to respond or submit based on the assignment.  
●        Activities may have point values assigned for the purpose of feedback, but will not count 
toward an overall marking period grade. 
●        The LCCTC website has additional specific resources regarding the school closures due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Click on the link to access the website:  www.lancasterctc.edu 

 
Expectations (4/13-End of closure) 

● Participate in Zoom Meetings and Canvas sessions 
● Attend and sign-up for office hours 
● Engage with class discussions 
● Communicate regularly with teachers 
● Complete and submit assignments 
● Check emails daily 
● Demonstrate appropriate online etiquette and continue to follow LCCTC school rules for 

classroom behavior and expectations. 
 

 

Attendance / Accountability 
Virtual learning will take place through Canvas or Google Classroom using an asynchronous method 
for students to access materials and complete assignments.  Synchronous instruction will occur and 
be recorded for those students that cannot attend and posted to the LMS in a manner that does not 
violate any FERPA regulations.  
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Attendance will be confirmed through participation in discussion activities and submission of 
assignments through the LMS.  In addition, contact through office hours and zoom conferencing will 
be used to verify student attendance.  
 
Teachers will begin recording grades for the 4th marking period beginning on 4/13.  Until that time, 
assignments will be grades as complete or incomplete as a way to ensure student engagement and 
teacher feedback is occuring. The first two weeks of assignments and engagement are primarily to 
ensure that all students are able to access assignments and submit as expected.  Alternative methods 
of engagement will be provided for students that are limited with access to the technology. These 
alternative methods will include phone call assignments, emails, texts or paper submissions through 
electronic methods of taking pictures and sending via text or email. 
 
All of the following can be used for attendance and engagement tracking: 

● Discussion posts 
● Assignment Completion 
● Zoom Meeting Attendance 
● Office Hours 
● Communication with Teachers (Phone Call, Text, Remind, Email, etc.) 

 
 

 

Good Faith Efforts for Access and Equity for All Students 
Guidance received on March 20, 2020 from the PA Bureau of Special Education supports the OSEP 
messaging that there needs to be consideration for “flexibility” during these times related to the 
provision of special ed. Given, however, that some of that flexibility necessitates an act of congress 
(i.e. mitigating special education timelines), special education legal counsel has continued to remind 
the field that there has been no federal relief for special education/FAPE. However, “FAPE” has 
recently been defined in federal court as whatever is appropriate given the unique circumstances for 
the child. Clearly, the current circumstances in public education are most unique and we cannot apply 
the “pre-COVID 19” measurement of FAPE to what is happening right now. General education looks 
differently during the pandemic; so must special education. 
 
Without absolutes at this time, LEAs have understandably been scrambling to determine how FAPE 
can be delivered. Simply put, in some cases, it just cannot be provided during a time of school closure. 
That said, LEAs are encouraged to do “the best they can” in offering opportunities for student 
engagement. Considering the continuum of opportunities during this time (from Planned Instruction 
through Enrichment & Review or a combination of both), it is our hope that students with IEPs are 
given equal latitude.  It is likely more reasonable (and feasible) to target “maintenance of skills” in an 
attempt to minimize the “regression or loss of skills” for students with IEPs. 
 
As we worry about potential future compensatory ed claims, I am reminded that comp ed is awarded 
to families when an LEA has knowingly failed to execute a child’s IEP due to their 
ineptness/negligence. No one knows how this will evolve in the courts six months from now, but if 
each LEA is documenting all that they are offering to children with IEPs (noting if parents participated 
or refused those offerings), many leaders feel hopeful that hearing officers will recognize what was 
negligent versus what was unrealistic or impossible during the school closure. 



 

Special Education Supports 

The Lancaster County Career & Technology Center contracts Special Education Services with IU13 in 
an itinerant model. The IU staff, beginning Tuesday, March 31, will begin connecting with their 
students. Additional supports provided are the following: 

● IU staff are scheduling office hours to assist students with activities and creating engagement 
and supplemental activities for students utilizing Zoom or through other methods.  

● IU staff will continue to support academic goals in the student’s IEP to prevent regression of 
skills. 

● IU staff will be conducting Zoom meetings for social skills reinforcement. 
● IU staff will offer support within Canvas 
● IU  Social workers and psychologists will be conducting Zoom meetings with students and 

holding office hours to support students’ needs. 
 

EL Supports 

The Lancaster County Career & Technology Center is providing virtual support for EL students in a 
variety of methods.  Our ESL instructors have access as a co-teacher to all teacher Canvas pages. They 
can review assignments and make modifications or provide additional resources as needed. ESL staff 
are scheduling office hours to assist students with activities and creating engagement and 
supplemental activities for students utilizing Zoom or through other methods.  

ESL activities and support: 

● Provide specific instructions for parents who have questions or concerns. 
● Keep daily office hours of 2 hours each day 
● Frequent contact with students via phone call, email, Canvas, Zoom conferencing 
● Documentation of supports 
●  ESL are connecting with students to assist and help with any needs they may have. 
● ESL teachers will be collaborating with program instructors to provide necessary supports for 

EL students. 
● ESL teachers will be working closely with the IU staff to provide support. 
● An EL Canvas resource page will be linked to the LCCTC website within the COVID-19 

resources. 
 

Gifted Education 
The Lancaster County Career & Technology Center is providing virtual support for Gifted Students in a 
variety of methods. Our case managers are working closely with teachers to assist with activities that 
provide enrichment to current instruction and align with current GIEP measures and goals. Some 
common practices that will be shifted to a virtual setting include: 

● Communicate in what ways reasonable and appropriate supports are in place to demonstrate 
a good faith effort of providing gifted education programs and services. 

● Provide specific instructions for parents who have questions or concerns. 
● Continue enrichment and individualized assignments. 



● Meetings with staff. 
● Support and accommodations provided as indicated in GIEP. 

 

Building/Grade Level Contacts 
The points of contact for each school building are as follows: 
 
Central Office: 717-859-5100 

● Dr. Stuart Savin, Administrative Director - ssavin@lancasterctc.edu 
● Keith Yohn, Assistant Administrative Director- kyohn@lancasterctc.edu 
● Darla Gettle, Supervisor of Student Services- dgettle@lancasterctc.edu 
● Jason Wise, Director of IT- jwise@lancasterctc.edu 
● Mike Moeller, Supervisor of Curriculum- mmoeller@lancasterctc.edu 

 
Brownstown Campus 

● Tom Wolfe, Principal- twolfe@lancasterctc.edu 
● David Warren, Assistant Principal- dawarren@lancasterctc.edu 
● Dr. Benjamin Stiles, School Counselor- bstiles@lancasterctc.edu 
● Dean Fry, IT Support- dfry@lancasterctc.edu 

 
Mount Joy Campus: Phone: 717-653-3000 

● David Smith, Principal- dmsmith@lancasterctc.edu 
● Jeremy King, Assistant Principal- jking@lancasterctc.edu 
● Leslie Schlosser, School Counselor- lschlosser@lancasterctc.edu 
● Hope Garner, IT Support- hgarner@lancasterctc.edu 

 
Willow Street Campus:   Phone: 717-464-7050 

● James Brunken, Principal- jbrunken@lancasterctc.edu 
● Andra Groller, Assistant Principal- agroller@lancasterctc.edu 
● Lynette Thomas, School Counselor- lthomas@lancasterctc.edu 
● Ray McDonald, IT Support- rmcdonald@lancasterctc.edu 

 
 

Additional contacts for teachers and support staff are available on the school website at 
www.lancasterctc.edu 
 
 

 

Resource Links 
 
The LCCTC has been working to compile a webpage of resources to help students maintain their 
academic and career education.  To view this optional resource, please go to the link below. 
https://sites.google.com/lancasterctc.edu/lancaster-county-ctc-online-re/home 
 
A school counselor resource page through Canvas has been created and added to the school website. 
To access, use the link below: 
https://lcctc.instructure.com/courses/753 
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Planned Instruction Resources: 

● Canvas LMS 
● Google Classroom 
● Zoom and Microsoft Teams 
● Career and Technical Industry Association Resources 
● E-Learning Resources from Publishers 

 


